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Reflect on your blessings while you add a colorful touch to these creative, inspiring line drawings by

Denise Urban. You become artist and designer as you take up crayons, colored pencils,

watercolors, or markers to color as you wishâ€”dark and bold, light and bright, or any combination

you can dream up. Because the artwork is printed on just one side of the paper, you will find it easy

to clip the finished page from the book, frame it, and put it on display it for all to see. Woven through

with thoughtful reminders of God's blessings, this beautiful collection of artwork will provide you with

hours of quiet, contemplative enjoyment and refreshment.
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This is a really wonderful Christian coloring book with very pretty designs. The artist, Denise Urban,

has chosen many verses that really mean so much to me and, I'm sure to many others. The Old

and New Testament verses are taken from a variety of translations, including: the ESV Bible

(English Standard Version), the NIV (New International Version), the New King James Version, and

the New Living Translation of the Holy Bible. The verses have been incorporated into the designs

â€“ some of which seem to have been designed specifically for the verse. I'm not sure about some of

the others but they are all very pretty and well done with many floral designs. The designs are



printed in a very nice gray scale from light gray to heavy black which is quite different from the

standard coloring book and should make coloring in this one extra fun.The designs are printed on

one side of a nice weight white non-perforated paper. All of the designs stop well before the binding,

so cutting a page out or having the spine removed should not cause you to lose any of the designs.

It also makes it easy to get to the far inside of the design when the book is kept intact. The binding

is glued rather than sewn.All of my markers and gel pens bleed through the paper. My colored

pencils go on really nice and cover well. I will probably be using pens and markers along with my

pencils, so I will place a piece of heavyweight paper beneath the page I am working on to keep

seeping ink from getting to the rest of the book.

I am in love with this coloring book!! It has 37 one page coloring pages in it with wonderful words of

the bible on each page. I love how large the lines on in each picture, that way I can choose to either

color with colored pencils, markers, or crayons. I also love how it's one sided so that way if I decide

to color with markers it will bleed on the back of the page, and I don't have to worry about messing

up the next coloring page. I highly recommend this book for all adults who love to color for relaxation

and have a new Bible verse to read with every new picture you color.This was a Christmas Present

from a friend.

The book itself and the pages are nice. The artwork inside looks like a lot of fun that a lot of people

would enjoy overall. And there are some great bible verses. Pages are thick enough and have great

detail. Overall, a great, positive and feel good fun adult coloring book that anyone would enjoy!

I purchased this and color the Psalms for my Mother, who is in a nursing home. I have some of my

own and thought this would be a wonderful time filler for her and her friends.....they are having a

wonderful time coloring and displaying they artwork......I would so recommend this to others who

need to have a craft or just something to pass the time....thank you so much for these books and I

am sure when the girls get done with these, they will want more!!!!!!!

My granddaughter loves this book! She is nearly 15 and likes to color with me when I visit, but she

has been coloring in this book even though I'm not there. She really likes the pages and the way

she cab personalize them to suit her!

Why just send a card? Sending a person something that has a nice verse... and you just sign it.



Take time to color a page, write a note on it and send it to the person in place of a card. You will

make their day, and they will smile and know YOU took time to do something just for them.Then you

can COUNT your colored blessings!

Nice book with 37 pages to color. The pages are one sided which makes it nice if you are using

markers and worried about some bleed through (which happens depending on the markers).

Heavier paper than some books which is nice. The pages are NOT perforated. The artwork is

primarily floral type reminiscent of the 70's flower power stuff with some peace signs on a few

pages, so if you want to a blast to the past while taking in some scripture, this book is for you! Nice

choice of scriptures. My complaint is the amount of use of black fillers in the drawings. I generally

don't like coloring books that have too much black or other colors already added in the coloring

page. I'm buying it so I can color it. The pages range from moderate to small detail, so some you

definitely need to use either a sharp pencil or gel pen or very fine marker.Overall, not a bad book at

all.

I got this book for my adult daughter, still single, and a great way to reinforce scripture in the

mind.The first thing she said when she saw it, was the quality of the book, not just a coloring book,

frameablepages, beautiful designs, this was definitely one of the best ideas I've had. My goal was to

give hersomething else to do besides facing the phone, and it worked!! Once she starts, she doesn't

stop.I recommend this as a gift to any daughter of any age.
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